USA

DIMENSIONS AND LOADING DIAGRAMS

WHEELS
SKID

TRAC MASTER

TRACTOR

TURF

23X8.50-12
23X10.50-12
26X12.00-12

8PR
300/60X12

23X8.50-12
23X10.50-12
26X12.00-12

23X8.50-12
23X10.50-12
24X13.00-12
26X12.00-12
26,5X14.00-12

830D

CAST 830D CARBON

LIFTING CAPACITY

ENGINE POWER

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

BOOM HEIGHT

1984 lb (with counterweights)

25 Hp / 18,6 kw

13,21 gal/min (12,15 gal/min with Tier IV)

117,32 in

TM
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830D

>>>> 830D
New in design,
new in performance.

selflevelling
SYSTEM
It always keeps the
attachment parallel to the ground

The design of the Cast 830D is captivating and
characterized by the unmistakable dark gray
sandblasted effect finishing to guarantee greater
protection of the bodywork against scratches and
corrosion.
The stability of this machine is guaranteed by a
low center of gravity which makes it suitable for all
types of terrain and with excellent maneuverability.
Visibility for the operator is wide.
The tempered glass cabin is supplied as an option
and offers considerable comfort and excellent
soundproofing.

ergonomic
joystick
11- function joystick is
standard

Agriculture
Breeding
Green maintenance
Building
Road maintenance

HEATED SEAT
Comfortable heated seat
with safety belt
SILENT BLOCK
The device absorbs jerks for
a more comfortable ride

CARBON
Lifting capacity 1984 lb
Engine power 25 Hp
Hydraulic system 13,21 gal/min (12,15 Tier IV)
Telescopic boom height 117,32 in

The uniqueness of a
machine built for
demanding professionals.
Cast 830D is equipped with a liquid-cooled
Kubota D1305 diesel engine. 4WD hydrostatic
transmission and speed of 9,94 mph.
It is equipped with an electric differential lock
and a double cylinder selflevelling system.
Standard equipment includes the 11-function
ergonomic joystick, adjustable steering column,
12V auxiliary socket, front led work lights,
comfortable heated seat with safety belt, metal
hoods, silent block, minimum size in width 36,22 in.
Tractor tires 26x12.00-12.

